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Mltimp 

Overview

The Mltimp utility lets you import horizons to SeisWorks® software 
interpretation projects. 

Format

Run Mltimp at a command line.

Or, select Horizons > Import
from the Seismic Tools command menu.

To open the Seismic Tools launcher, select 
Data > Management > Seismic Tools from the OpenWorks 
Command Menu.

Remarks

Mlt formats can be in either binary or Ascii form. When you choose an 
Input File in the Mltimp utility, the application tells you whether the 
file was exported using the mlt Ascii or mlt binary format. This 
information displays in the bottom panel of the Mltimp dialog box.

Input Files with mlt formats can import many horizons at once.

If an Input File is not an mlt Ascii or binary format, a message box 
tells you that you are working with a Legacy Format. The Legacy 
Format is an Hie (Horizon Import/Import) or Hie-like format. (Hie is 
an older horizon utility replaced in Release 5000.0.0 by Mltexp.)

You can import multiple horizons using a Legacy Format as well.
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Using the Mltimp Utility

A Workflow with the Mlt Binary Format

Getting Started

1. Start the Mltimp utility from a command line, or select 
Horizons > Import in the Seismic Tools main menu. 

2. You may receive a message box asking you to select a screen for 
the Mltimp dialog box. Click Button 1 on the screen where you 
want to run Mltimp. The Mltimp window opens.
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3. Click on the List... button next to OpenWorks Project. 

The Project List dialog box appears.

4. Highlight a project, and click on OK.

5. The project name appears in the OpenWorks Project text field. In 
addition, the following occurs:

• The Interpretation ID associated with the project appears in the 
Select Interpreter text field. 

• The surveys contained in the OpenWorks® interpretation 
project appear in the Target Surveys panel.

• The words “Init project” followed by the name of the project 
appear in the bottom panel of the dialog box. 

The dialog box with these changes displayed is shown on the next 
page.
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6. Beginning with Release 5000.0.2.0, you can write a Log File each 
time Mltimp runs. To do so, select one of the following in the top 
panel of the dialog box:

• None—This is the default.

• Messages—Duplicates the status box to the log file.

• All—Writes the message as well as data point test results to the 
log file. It displays whether a data point is imported or rejected 
and provides the point coordinates or input string.
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7. Back in the Mltimp dialog box, click on the Input File List... 
button. 

8. When the Input File dialog box appears, select an Input File. 

9. The file name appears in the Input File text field of the Mltimp 
dialog box.

10. If Legacy formats were not used, the Scan button is inactive. This 
button lets you examine the contents of a Legacy file.

11. At the same time, names appear in the Source Surveys panel, and 
the following information appears in the bottom panel:

— the cartographic system for the project and in the file, if it 

exists

— which formats were used in exporting the file, such as lines 

or traces

— whether all coordinates were used during export

— how the Import Coordinate System is set (for instance, line 

and trace.)

Example of a log file written with the All option selected

Survey Mapping: fl3d_nw -> fl3d_nw

Reading file: /home/filer2home/btzeng/base_ascii.dat

Source horizon name: Two2 , UNKNOWN , , TIME_STRUCTURE

Source survey: fl3d_nw

YES: 1046.0 75.0 627373.87981 5754790.00002 406.18433

YES: 1046.0 76.0 627387.64496 5754810.69770 399.12036

YES: 1046.0 77.0 627401.41011 5754831.39537 392.10104

YES: 1046.0 78.0 627415.17526 5754852.09304 385.12680
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— whether the file was exported using mlt Ascii format or 

some other format.

Setting a preferred directory

You can use the following environmental variable to set preferred 
directories for import/export files:

LGC_SW_IE_DIR

How the Mltimp Dialog Box Looks
After You Choose an Input File

The Input File name appears in the text field 
after a selection is made from the List... dialog 
box. 

At the same time, the software fills out the 
Source Surveys panel.

In this example, Legacy formats were not used, 
so the Scan... button is grayed out. This button 
lets you review the contents of a Legacy file.

The bottom panel tells you that the file was 
exported using the mlt binary format. It also
contains information about the cartographic
reference systems for the project and file; 
whether all coordinates were used during 
export; and how the Import Coordinate System 
is set.
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Mapping Surveys

Once Source Surveys and Target Surveys are listed, you must map 
source to target. 

To do so:

1. Highlight a Source Survey.

2. Highlight a Target Survey.

3. Press the Map button on the right side of the dialog box.

4. In the Target Surveys panel, the name of the Source Survey will 
be appended to the name of the Target Survey, as the following 
example shows:

fl3d_nw <- ‘SurveyTest’

5. Click on the Format button in the second panel of the Mltimp 
dialog box. 

6. If the exported file used a mlt Ascii format, the Format Options 
dialog box will resemble the following illustration, with 
Line and Trace selected by default:

The Quick Map and Unmap buttons

There are two other buttons besides Map:

• When you press Quick Map, the Mltimp utility selects the survey 
closest in name to the Target Survey. For instance, with flndr3d 
selected as the Target Survey, Quick Map selects the flndr3d 
target survey for mapping. It will not pick fl3d_nw or fl3d_se.

• The Unmap button undoes your mapping choice.
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7. Click on OK.

8. In the Mltimp dialog box, click on Options.

The Import Options dialog box appears. The interface at left is 
summoned when you are working with the binary format; the 
interface at right appears when you work with Legacy Formats.
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The chart below explains the choices in the Import Options dialog box.

Option Function

Top panel: Available only when using Legacy Formats

Interpolate Fills in gaps in horizons. Off by default. Available 
when using Legacy Formats only.

Xy Tolerance for Import
(Ascii only)

The input horizon value will be written to the 
nearest grid point that is within this tolerance. This 
option appears in the Import Options dialog box 
only with files exported using x/y values. Available 
when using Legacy Formats only.

Top panel: Available in all versions of dialog box

Min Points per Line (2D) The utility will import only those 2D lines that 
have at least the number of points specified in this 
text field. For instance, if you typed in the value 5, 
a line with only 4 points would not be imported. 
The default is 0.

Shift (Z) Lets you type in a number by which you would 
shift the z value. The default is 0.0.

Horizon depth (Z) unit conversion

• No Z unit conversion Available for binary and Legacy formats.

• Convert Z from meters 
to feet

Available for binary and Legacy formats.

• Convert Z from feet to 
meters

Available for binary and Legacy formats.

• Automatic Z conversion The default.

 New Horizon Version Lets you specify a new horizon version name on all 
horizons in the import file.

Add Version Profile
& Suffix

Toggled on by default, this option lets you specify a 
prefix and suffix for the imported horizon. 

• Version Prefix Lets you add a version prefix to the imported 
horizons. If the original version name contains 
UNKNOWN or UPGRADE, the software ignores 
these designations. In their place, the new version 
uses the prefix plus the suffix.

• Version Suffix Lets you add a suffix to the imported horizons. If 
the original version name contains UNKNOWN or 
UPGRADE, the software ignores these 
designations. In their place, the new version uses 
the prefix plus the suffix.
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9. Make selections in the Import Options dialog box, as needed.

10. Click on OK in the Import Options dialog box.

11. Now, you can map a horizon to another file. To do so, click on the 
Map Horizons... button at the bottom of the Mltimp dialog box.

The Horizon Mapping dialog box appears. 

12. The left-hand panel displays Map Source Horizons, the horizons 
that reside in the Input file that you chose in the Mltimp dialog 
box.

Load Horizons:

• Overwrite existing 
horizon data

The default.

• Do not overwrite 
existing horizon data

The utility will load all data, but only new, non-null 
data will be added. Existing data is not affected.

• After clearing existing 
horizon data

The Mltimp utility erases the horizon data in a file 
and replaces it with all the data in the file of your 
choosing.
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13. Highlight the horizon you want to use. If several horizons are 
listed but you want to use only certain ones, highlight the 
unwanted horizons and click Skip. Continue this process until you 
are finished.

14. You can also create a horizon by clicking on the Create... button 
and filling in the fields in the resulting Create Horizon dialog box. 
The name of the new horizon is then appended to the Map Source 
Horizon you have selected in the left-hand panel. This new name 
is highlighted.

15. In the right-hand panel, select the horizon you want to map to. 
(Use the search/filter capability to find it quickly.) By default, this 
horizon will serve as the template for the imported horizons.

You can write into the existing Mapped Horizon with the source 
horizon by toggling on Import into Mapped Horizon - @. The 
write option is defined in the bottom panel of the Import Options 
dialog box. For more details of this dialog box, see page 13.

16. Click OK in the Horizon Mapping dialog box.

17. Click on Apply in the Mltimp dialog box.

18. A progress box appears, then a Message telling you how many 
points were processed.

19. Click OK in the Message box to close it and the progress bar.

20. Examine the bottom panel of the Mltimp dialog box for 
information about the operation.

21. Click Exit to exit the utility.

A Workflow Using a Legacy Format

The Mltimp utility offers Legacy Formats for third-party applications 
that cannot read Mlt formats. Use this workflow when you are using 
files in a Legacy Format:

1. Follow Steps 2-9 above.

2. If the Input File you select in the Input File dialog box is in a 
Legacy Format, NoName appears in the Source Surveys panel of 
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the Mltimp dialog box. (That is because the Legacy Format does 
not include the survey name.)

In addition, the following message box appears:

3. Click on OK in the Message box.

4. Press Format in the Mltimp dialog box. 
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The Format Options dialog box appears, as illustrated below.
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5. When you toggle on Use Default at the top of the dialog box, all 
the text fields except those in the Header Options panel are 
populated, as shown below.

6. When Use Default is toggled on, you can select the Omit Nulls 
checkbox as well. Checking the Omit Nulls box makes a
Null Value text field appear. This text field lets you specify the 
null value you wish to omit.
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7. Instead of Use Default, you can toggle on Profile. This term is 
used with third-party applications. Toggling it on fills the text 
fields with different values than those that appear when 
you select Use Default. In addition, Header Options text fields 
are automatically populated at the bottom of the dialog box.

The Header Options let you establish the following:

• Horizon Name—Select the length of the horizon name as it 
will appear in the import file. For instance, if your Horizon 
Label is six characters long, you would want to type in at least 
8 in the Start Col for Horizon Name in order to allow some 
space between the Horizon Label and the Horizon Name 
entries in your export file. If you wanted to see the longest 
possible horizon name in such an instance, you would type in 
67 in the End Col, because horizon names are limited to 60 
characters.

• Horizon Label—Type in a keyword in the Label column. In 
the Start Col field, enter 1 to represent the beginning character 
of the horizon label. The value you enter in End Col would 
reflect the number of characters in the Horizon Label. The 
default Horizon Label when you toggle on Profile is 
PROFILE.

• Record—Defines a data record for the PROFILE format. You 
should disregard it when using other Legacy Formats.

• Eof—Defines a special line in the export file which indicates 
end-of-horizon data. The default Eof Label is EOD when you 
toggle on Profile.

8. Beginning with Release 5000.0.2.5, you can, if needed, convert a 
cartographic reference system. To do so, click on the List... button 
next to Carto Reference System for the file. When the dialog box 
titled Select Carto Reference System appears, highlight your 
selection, and click OK.

9. When you have made your changes in the Format Options dialog 
box, click OK.

10. Click on the Options button in the Mltimp dialog box.

The Import Options dialog box appears, as illustrated on the next 
page.
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11. Make choices as necessary in the Import Options dialog box, and 
click OK. (For an explanation of the options, see the chart on 
page 13.)

12. Return to the Mltimp dialog box.

Horizon prefixes, suffixes, and Legacy formats 

If you import data in Legacy Formats, the software ignores Version 
Prefixes and Version Suffixes if you select an existing horizon or create a 
new one. Existing horizon data is overwritten and the original version 
name is retained.
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13. In the Target Surveys panel, click on the survey name, then on 
Map. (Because NoName is identified as the Source Survey, the 
Quick Map button is not available for use.) 

14. Click on Map Horizons... in the lower half of the Mltimp dialog 
box.

15. The Horizon Mapping dialog box appears, as shown on page 14. 
Follow Steps 12-16, beginning on page 14.

16. After clicking OK in the Horizon Mapping dialog box, return to 
the Mltimp dialog box

17. Click OK in the Mltimp dialog box.

18. A progress box appears, then a Message telling you how many 
points were processed.

19. Click OK in the Message box to close it and the progress bar.

20. Examine the bottom panel of the Mltimp dialog box for 
information about the operation, including how many points were 
processed.

21. Click Exit to exit the utility.

Running in Batch Mode

For instructions on running the Mltimp utility in batch mode, type

mltimp.exe -h 

at the command line.
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